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Hawks Josh Smith (from left), Kyle Korver, Al Horford, and Devin Harris  walk off the court for a timeout in the
final minutes of a 81-73 loss to the Pacers in game 6 of their NBA playoff game on Friday, May 3, 2013, in
Atlanta.
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BY CHRIS VIVLAMORE - THE ATLANTA JOURNAL-CONSTITUTION

There are numerous questions facing the Hawks organization.

No answers came Saturday.

A day after the season-ending first-round playoff loss to the Pacers in Game 6, general manager Danny Ferry,

coach Larry Drew and several players spoke about the completed season of transition. A busy offseason lies

ahead in the ongoing rebuilding of the franchise.

There are seven unrestricted free agents, a list that includes Josh Smith, who may have played his final game in

a Hawks uniform. Drew’s contract is set to expire, and his future with the team is uncertain. The Hawks have

approximately $33.1 million in salary-cap space and could be a major player in free agency. The NBA draft is in

June, and the Hawks have four draft picks.

Many questions.

“I’m not going to address the future yet as for organizational direction, as far as player decisions, coaching

decisions, Larry’s situation,” Ferry said. “We are going to take some time. Give some distance, some space

from the season and the playoffs, from the emotion of that and then we will make the decisions we feel best

for the short-term and long-term future of the team.”
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No answers.

Drew’s future figures to be the first item on Ferry’s to-do list, although he would not give a timetable for any

decisions. Drew just completed the three-year deal he signed when he took over the team after serving as an

assistant under Mike Woodson. The Hawks made the playoffs all three seasons under Drew, part of a streak of

six consecutive postseason appearances. He had a 128-102 regular-season record, including a 44-38 mark this

season, when the Hawks brought in 11 new players.

“Everybody is going to be evaluated,” Drew said. “I understand that process. Danny and I actually spoke a little

bit (Saturday) night. We are going to step away for a few days and then come back and talk about it. Whether

I’m back here or not, I don’t know. The one thing that I will say, I’ve had a great run here.”

Drew did say he would like his situation resolved sooner rather than later and does not want the process to

linger. He also expressed his desire to continue as a head coach with another team, should he not be retained.

Smith said following Saturday’s loss that he intends to test the free-agent market. With the current league

salary cap at $58.5 million, Smith could sign a four-year deal with another team for a maximum of $70 million.

The Hawks could sign him to a five-year deal for a maximum of $94.3 million. Smith also could get less from

the Hawks or another team.

In addition to Smith, Devin Harris, Zaza Pachulia, Kyle Korver, Johan Petro, Dahntay Jones and Anthony

Tolliver are unrestricted free agents. Pachulia, before a season-ending Achilles injury, Harris and Korver were

major contributors.

Only Al Horford, John Jenkins and Lou Williams, who was lost for the season in January with a torn ACL, have

guaranteed contracts for next season.

DeShawn Stevenson, Mike Scott and Shelvin Mack have non-guaranteed contracts, which become guaranteed

Jan. 10. The team could part ways with any of the players before that date.

Jeff Teague and Ivan Johnson are restricted free agents. The Hawks must make them qualifying offers by July 1,

or they become unrestricted.

“It’s intriguing just seeing what will happen with everything that is going on here,” Horford said of another

offseason of major roster changes. “I’m on board with Danny and the plans that he has for us here moving

forward. … It’s difficult. We were such a tight group for so many years since I’ve been here. This is what the

NBA is about. In professional sports there is always change. That is something that you need to be able to deal

with.”

Ferry said he considered the season a success. He wanted Saturday to be a day to thank the coaching staff,

players, other members of the organization and the fans for their support.
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PuckLikeAPornStar Report

Keep Al, Korver, Lou, Jenk, and Devin. Make this team into a winner, and the fans will show up like they did on

Friday night.

9:39 p.m. May. 4, 2013

HometeamFan Report

GM Danny Ferry, I am one of your biggest fans. I am a Georgia alumni who love Duke Basketball under Coach K. I

watched every game you played at Duke. I have confidence in you and your intellect. Identify talented basketball

players, smart, athletic, team oriented, five tool men. It only takes five solid starters to make a winning team. With

the number of athletes these days, Danny, you should be able to fill out a bench and roster. Get the starters first,

then add a deep, talented bench. Sign Ryan Kelley, Matt Delavedova of St. Mary's, and the FSU huge center,

Johnson to free agent contracts if not drafted. I hope Seth Curry is drafted, he deserves it. We need Curry,

comes from historically best shooting family ever. Danny, get our draft right. We need Mason Plumlee at PF, best

center possible, guy from Cornell might be great. That puts Al Horford at SF. Jenkins at SG, Free agent at PG.

Danny, draft The Hawks four solid five tool basketball players. Sign solid free agents and build the fans the best

Hawks team ever. We deserve a team. Not interested in just stars, they are nice, interested in building a team.

9:56 p.m. May. 4, 2013

knudegard1 Report

1. It takes more than 5 good players to win in the NBA. Look at how losing a non-starter, Zaza, affected the

Hawks. 

“Certainly we would have liked to be playing on Sunday,” Ferry said. “We would have liked to advance and

continue to play. That part was disappointing, obviously. I think we all have to feel good that the group

worked hard and was professional throughout the year. As an organization, it was a significant year for us in

taking the initial steps in building a championship program with more work to do.”
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2. Keeping Harris and Teague and not having a real every night PG is not the answer. Neither of them are that.

8:42 a.m. May. 5, 2013

knudegard1 Report

This is the NBA where 2nd round picks do not make teams. Why anyone who thinks an undrafted FA would

makes no sense.

Draft well, yes. We have 2-#1s and 2-#2s. Use some for drafting and some for trades. Maybe a sign and trade.

Draft NBA players, not NCAA stars but NBA maybes.

8:46 a.m. May. 5, 2013
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